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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Location 2: Leicestershire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 20 Apr 2008 2. 30 pm
Duration of Visit: 30+ mins
Amount Paid: 72
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Victoria House
Website: http://www.victoriahouse-massage.co.uk/
Phone: 01455559530

The Premises:

Very well known. Got the shower just nicely sizzly and afterwards found the big bath the same -
great. I haven't been here more than twice in 5 years after being a regular when faves like Natalie
were here. Some girls stay there so long and others sometimes seem a touch vanilla from the site.
Luckily I latched on to Summa although 'little' and 'Asian' in her description don't capture her exotic
full-bodied nature - nor does re-spelling 'summer', but heh relatively trivial things.

The Lady:

Best seen in the reclining pics on the site to see her exotic colouring and build - but see the others
for the handsome breasts. I am sure some better pics could show off her physical impact better.
Lovely face - a mix of Iranian and Caribbean with a straight English accent I thought had London in
it but nowhere near.

The Story:

Summa is a stunna. Caribbean elements in her bright dark eyes and partly in her nose coupled with
a beautiful caramel skin tone and a full all-woman figure. Add a really friendly manner and I couldn't
but enjoy myself.

Extended massage because we were chatting so much and then bared breasts an enjoyable, very
enjoyable extra. Then reverse massage I always enjoy on a lovely body. Summa wonders if her
bum is too big; it is beautiful and in perfect proportion with her healthy figure. A very effective oral
session with almost constant eye contact then over to the sofa for reverse oral.

Summa responds to your attentions. Some noises may be a little put on but many are not and this,
like the occasional little self-regarding glances at the mirror, were no distraction to me.

I prefer the beds of old to the sofas and will go for a room that still has a bedlike sofa now I know
they exist.

But Summa was happy to throw her legs everywhere on the sofa to get in any position and then
showed she wanted vigorous sex.
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We talked about A being a no-no when it had come up re porn films yet changing to doggie it felt
like trying to do A to get inside, Summa was so tight in that position (plus our relative positions).

Hand job to finish and I cannot remember when I last left VH after a soak, coffee and biscuit feeling
so pleased with a visit there. Must have been over 30 mins in the room as did so much for so long
but no rushing from Summa.

Summa is a star and I am sure many people will be cursing me for unveiling their secret.
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